NCRC BORC Meeting Minutes
February 26th, 2022
Location: Virtual (Zoom) and In-Person @ Republic Services, Las Vegas, Nevada
Call to Order
8:30 a.m. PDT by Gretchen Baker
Recording Secretary: Laura Demarest (proxy for Bonny Armstrong)

In Attendance
BORC: NC – Gretchen Baker, TC – Roger Mortimer, SC – DJ Walker, RM – Rene Ohms (proxy for Andy
Armstrong), WR – David Angel, Central – Jess Deli, SW – Sarah Truebe, NE – Greg Moore, PNW – John Punches,
SE – Brandon Powers, Caribbean – Roberto “Bull” Miranda, Medical – Brian Ekey, Dive – Zeb Lilly
NCRC Volunteer Position Holders: Mark Dickey, Carrey Bull, Mel Eady-Pumplin, Rich Pumplin
NSS Staff/Volunteers: Christy Starr, Devra Heyer (NSS Education Chair)
Guests: Steven Bishop, Billy Chrimes, Matthew Robison, Jessica Preston
24 total
Devra Heyer gave overview of NSS updates.
Gretchen – discussed meeting location and yesterday’s cave trip to Pinnacle Cave – presented ‘thank you’ gift to
Jessica for setting up the meeting.

Approval of 2021 December meeting minutes – PNW moved to approve the December 2021 Meeting
Minutes. NE seconded. Minutes approved.

Proposed changes to meeting agenda - None
Reports of Officers
1. National Coordinator – Gretchen Baker (Appendix A) stated that she ran for National Coordinator wanting
to increase communications, and hopes she has done so, with more regular emails and BORC and
instructor meetings. These have hopefully resulted in more transparency of how the organization works.
She was surprised by just how complex it is, and by developing written Volunteer Position Descriptions,
that has helped to show the many inner workings of the NCRC. She is grateful for all those who have
stepped up to fill these positions. She continues to encourage instructors not only to teach together, but to
cave, canyoneer, camp, and just generally enjoy time together to build stronger bonds. For the next year,
she hopes there can be more trainings, more interactions, and more thinking about how NCRC can be a
world leader in cave rescue.
2. Training Coordinator – Roger Mortimer (Appendix B) provided update on the DYWTT email/registration
distribution. Working closely with Tony about upcoming National Weeklong training. Roger noted that he
will be stepping down as TC but will be available to help train next Training Coordinator. He also noted
some challenges for next TC which included determining objectives for each level and how well they
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synchronize with other levels as well as some final polishing of the curriculum after the major rebuild. He
also explained that there can be conflict regarding teaching too much vs simplifying.
3. Medical Officer – Brian Ekey (Appendix C) discussed COVID updates and expressed thanks to those who
held training in the past couple of years despite the challenge. He also expressed thanks to Roger for
keeping NCRC trainings safe and on track. The Medical Interest Group is open for those interested.
Meeting every 2 months for the past 2 years. Also announcing all new curriculum for medical – check out
the new medical lectures at upcoming trainings.
4. Diving Officer – Zeb Lilly reported no significant diving activity and no known incidents. Zeb became an
NCRC Instructor in 2021 and so far has helped with an OCR and plans to help with weeklong in Virginia.

Regional Coordinator Reports
1. Caribbean Region – Roberto “Bull” Miranda (Appendix E) had no incidents to report. There will be an
upcoming weeklong training in Puerto Rico October 15-22, 2022 and other Instructors were invited to
help. They have a shortage of instructors in their area and could use the assistance. More info will be
coming soon.
2. Central Region – Jess Deli (Appendix F) reported 3 trainings in 2021 including a newly-developed ‘cave
modification course for cave rescue’ custom class, which she plans to offer again in the future. There was
also an OCR in November and ICEE in December and it is encouraging to see that interest in all classes
remains high. Central Region is still experimenting with heated vests in place of wool blankets, along with
heated sleeping pads and sleeping bags.
3. Eastern Region – Tony Smith (Appendix G) reported that 2 OCRs were conducted as well as 3 rescues
(including 2 fatalities) in the past year. Unfortunately, his region lost a staff member (Mark Hodge) in the
past year. Weeklong planning is going smoothly with Billy Chrimes assisting. Level 1 is full with 20 people
on waitlist, Level 2 and Level 3 are almost full at this time.
4. Northeastern Region – Greg Moore (Appendix H) summarized the 2021 Regional Weeklong, which can be
considered a success despite COVID challenges and he plans to continue to use Camp Pinnacle for future
trainings. There was 1 incident involving a highly-publicized dog rescue that included Mark Dickey and
Jessica Van Ord. Their region continues to expand cache and increase readiness.
5. Pacific Northwest Region – John Punches (Appendix I) is transitioning back into the NCRC role. The PNW
recently conducted a SPAR and demand remains high so more training is being planned for the future. He
will be doing outreach to determine the regional need for training amidst Covid closures. No known
incidents were reported in this region.
6. Rocky Mountain Region – Rene Ohms (proxy for Andy Armstrong – Appendix J) reported 1 rescue incident
at Baker’s Hole cave in Idaho involving a rebelay problem that was solved in-cave thanks to SPAR training.
An OCR in Utah was conducted in September 2021 as well as a SPAR in Utah in October 2021. Jewel Cave
has requested training and some things starting to reopen after Covid so more trainings are being planned
for 2022. Andy is stepping down and Rene is running for the position.
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7. South Central Region – DJ Walker (Appendix K) reports an OCR was held in December 2021 with help
from Carrey and Casey. Unfortunately the regional weeklong scheduled for January 2022 had to be
cancelled last-minute. The program ‘RegFox’ that is used for NCRC registrations caused some headaches
during this most recent sign-up as a result of class demand and many students registering at the same
time which resulted in an abundance of troubleshooting. Otherwise, he briefly discussed the Instructor
Development Committee and its goals for growing the NCRC Instructor cadre, developing their skills,
succession planning, etc. He also mentioned their region’s usage of equipment squads for easy
organization and deployment. They are looking ahead to planning for 2023.
8. Southeastern Region – Brandon Powers (Appendix L) noted that his region saw several cave rescues in
2021 but no in-person trainings through NCRC. The gear cache is being reviewed and inventoried
currently and as they finish inspections, they will purchase new items. He explained an idea for increased
outreach in the region that would involve hosting a ‘meet-and-greet’ for local cave rescue teams. Rescue
groups are showing up on rescue call-outs as mutual aid so it would be beneficial to unify these groups in
training/teamwork. He is also looking to host a regional training (maybe modular) but is working towards
offering a training when a national weeklong is not scheduled in Mentone. He is also looking for
Instructors to help with some Chattanooga trainings in the future. There have been several requests for
SPAR classes in the area so he may host a future training, as well.
9. Southwestern Region – Sarah Truebe (Appendix M) reported 1 rescue in the region that was handled
mostly by a local Fire Dept. She noted it would be very beneficial to organize some follow-up training with
local agencies to teach improved cave rescue techniques. She mentioned that a few folks have gone outside
the region for training and more people from her area signed up for national weeklong so hopefully the
number of rescue-trained personnel in the region will be growing! As far as rescue preparedness; the
rescue cache was relocated to AZ and is currently being inspected and inventoried. She is planning
upcoming trainings but will need more instructors and is looking for help in the future. Tony commented
about the call-out system Sarah recommended (AlertSense) – said it worked well for a recent incident in
his region.
10. Western Region – David Angel (Appendix N) offered a modular Level 1 class in 2021 that worked well
(organized by Roger). An OCR was planned in Hawaii but was rescheduled due to Covid. He is currently
working on coordinating upcoming OCRs for national parks (Lava Beds and Sequoia) and has no incidents
to report.

Staff/Committee Reports
1. Communications Committee – Steve Reames (Appendix O) is leading a new committee investigating new
cave communication tools. A recent rescue in England successfully used text messaging in-cave. He will
look at potential improvements for cave rescues in the form of communication methods.
2. International Delegate Report – Eddy Cartaya (Appendix P) attended ICAR (online) which focused on
technology. He also attended ECRA with Mark Dickey (who was elected as the new Secretary of the
Medical Commission). It is good to see NCRC being represented internationally. Roger has also been
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assisting with ICAR as a medical resource, offering guidelines for suspension trauma with peer review
research to be released in the future.
3. Instructor Development and Retention Committee – DJ Walker (Appendix Q) presented the Instructor
Development program in 2021 to provide guidance and mentorship for new instructors. He also
discussed instructor tributes (gift-giving based on tenure) and thanked Mel for assistance with designs
and distribution. He is coordinating with Greg Moore on the Instructor database and how to develop a
tool that will allow Instructors to better track their status and keep current with teaching. They are now
working on IQ selection process. With recent training cancellations, it may be necessary to send
reminders to Instructors about recertification. Mel mentioned that the ‘anniversary’ date is coming up
soon for 8 Instructors moving up to the next tenure ‘tier’ and she would like approval for some funding.
Tony asked if Instructors could purchase past year ‘milestone’ items. Mel says nothing is in place for that
yet but may be able to create a merchandise shop for NCRC in the future.
Motion: DJ Walker moved that the BORC approve $500 for 2022 Instructor Tributes. PNW seconded.
No discussion. Motion passed.
4. Scholarship Report – Marty Reames (Appendix R) reported plenty of funding available especially with
cancelled trainings and that scholarships should be widely promoted.
5. Database Coordinator Report – Greg Moore (Appendix S) has been checking on class lists and will
continually update the latest spreadsheet to reflect changes. He asked that others please not edit the
spreadsheets. Outstanding class lists must be submitted ASAP so he can continue to track progress for
students moving forward. Greg can also provide your login info if needed. A LOT of NCRC training has
happened in past 40 years: over 3,000 Level 1 students and over 1,000 Level 2 students. Regional
Coordinators can use this tool to search for specific zip codes to find local people who have had training.
6. International Exchange Program – Mark Dickey (Appendix T) reported on international collaboration
though Covid disruptions are still happening. Poland is open to a ‘test-exchange’ in the future. There are
no formal requests at this time but he conjectured about how to handle international Instructors coming
to US in the future and whether or not the NCRC should offer a discount and if so, how much? Gretchen
suggested that perhaps a certain number of spots can be approved for these discounts for international
Instructors in the future.

2022 Seminar Update (Covington, VA – July 15-23, 2021) Tony Smith reported that a new event venue has
been secured thanks to Billy. The original location was closed due to COVID. They are currently working with a
community college to set up classrooms, obtain insurance, etc. At this time Level 1 is full with 30 enrolled and
20 on the wait list. Tony wondered if it would be feasible to create a larger Level 1 class to allow more students
to enroll or to just cap the class size at 30 students. Discussion ensued and it was decided that the class size
could not be determined until the number of Instructors is confirmed and if it is determined that the venue can
support a large class size. There could be an option to offer two Level 1 classes and Ekey suggested that perhaps
the classes could be combined for PowerPoints but split up for exercise. Billy is still checking on-site logistics
(classroom sizes, auditorium, etc.) and will report back soon. It was suggested that it would be best to try to
blend the class as much as possible to create a unified experience for all students. Greg mentioned that NE is
prepared to plan/offer a Level 1 regional soon if that will help with overflow. John Punches mentioned that
usually Level 1 has a surplus of Instructors and wants to emphasize that it is best to keep smaller groups for
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hands-on activities. Carrey and Jess expressed concerns about space for testing/certification locations and
asked if enough cliffs/caves would be available. Texas already implements a plan for large class sizes and has
strategies in place for how to effectively subdivide a group when there is a scarcer amount of cliffs/caves for the
class. Gretchen asked if it would be advisable to approve 60 students for Level 1 now or if it would be better to
wait? The consensus was to wait to decide. Billy also mentioned that the food budget for the class may be
increased this year due to overall cost increases in groceries, etc. He is working to find a caterer for the class as
an alternative to compare costs.

2023 Seminar Update (Mentone, AL - May 12-20th, 2023) Rebecca Land Segrest is currently organizing this
future training.

2024 Seminar Update (Oregon – Date TBD) – John Punches can check to see if this event is moving forward
but said it wouldn’t hurt to have a back-up plan. Greg offered NY if needed for 2024.

Closed Session – to discuss the Hudson Award recipient, who will be announced at the NSS Convention in June.
Once the decision was made, the BORC meeting reconvened and Roger discussed how the NSS has changed the
nomination process. He will continue to maintain a list of who has been nominated over the years for future
reference. He also requested some guidance on whether or not to nominate teams or only recognize individuals
and asked if he could remove the ‘collective’ groups from this list going forward? The consensus was ‘yes’ so Roger
will make the necessary changes.

Elections (partially closed session)
1. BORC Positions elected for 2022-2025:
● Training Coordinator – Mel-Eady Pumplin
● Southeastern – Brandon Powers
● Southcentral – DJ Walker
● Caribbean – Roberto “Bull” Miranda
● Rocky Mountain – Rene Ohms
2. Education Committee Position at large:
● Three Positions for 2022-2024 – Cathy Borer, Billy Chrimes, Stephen Bishop elected
3. 2023 Election Search Chair – Brandon Powers was selected and will coordinate elections for 2023.

2022 Budget – (Document 3 – attached) – This budget is the same as the one for 2020. Motion: PNW moved to
approve the budget as amended. SC seconded the motion. 2022 Budget was approved.

Education Committee Action Items – Roger gave an overview of Education Committee progress. Additional
discussion ensued regarding overall curriculum progress as well as the updated medical curriculum. John Punches
recommended an all-Instructor online review meeting to help cohesiveness with curriculum updates.
● Revision of Level 1 Up/Down Lesson Plan (matrix has been updated but is not being included in the
motion) – Motion: Training Coordinator moved to approve the amended Level 1 ‘Up and Down’
Lesson Plan. NE seconded the motion. Motion passed.
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[BREAK FOR LUNCH at 11:00 am PDT – Resume at 12:30 PDT]

Old Business
1. Image Replacement – Gretchen spoke on behalf of Marty. All Level 1 and 2 images have been replaced at this
time. The Rescue Manual image replacement is currently being handled by Anmar and is underway.
2. SOGs – Sarah Truebe provided an overview of the referenced material. Discussion ensued about Instructor
recertification protocol and some language revisions to the SPAR SOG. It was suggested that SOG 206 be
removed from the proposed motion since SOG 205 covers the necessary language and protocol.
a. Motion: PNW moved to approve changes to SOGs 104, 202, 205, 406, and 407 as presented, to
strike 206, and to amend 305 to say “Additional details about requirements for SPAR seminars
can be found in SOG 303.” SC seconded the motion. Motion passed.
3. Risk Assessment – Brandon Powers introduced the Incident Action Plan based off of the ‘Restart Program’
from the SC Region, which will serve as an overarching organizational tool for training events, personnel
assignments, risk assessment, and incident response. DJ Walker described how this tool is used for large
events in his area to help with organization and logistics. BORC should review this document and discuss at
the next meeting with the intention of perhaps implementing it at the 2022 National Weeklong.
4. Certification Draft New Booklets Casey England has been working on the Level 1 and 2 Certification
Booklets. Comments were due on February 15th. Motion: TC moved to trial the new Level 1 and Level 2
Certification Books in Virginia. Central Region seconded the motion. 1 abstain. Motion passed.
5. Website Updates – Gretchen discussed the current NCRC website and how it should be improved to serve as
a better resource for students and for publicizing future trainings. It may be possible to work with NSS and
use their platform but will need personnel to assist with this task soon as the website needs to be a higher
priority for NCRC.
6. International Exchange Program - Mark Dickey referenced earlier discussion about how to expand/enhance
the current NCRC Exchange program. There was additional discussion regarding how many exchange
students should be accepted each year and how much of a scholarship/discount should be offered. No
specific numbers were discussed at this time, especially with Covid interruptions but it would be desirable
to have some protocol in place for future requests.

New Business
1. Seminar Recognition – ‘Thank you’ to 2021 Seminar organizers. We wouldn’t have training without those
taking the time to organize seminars. As a thank you, they are receiving engraved pens: Roger Mortimer,
Jess Deli, Anmar Mirza, Glen Hugus, Will Orndorff, Greg Moore, Casey England, Carrey Bull, Andy Armstrong,
Gretchen Baker, Eddy Cartaya, DJ Walker.
2. NCRC YouTube Channel – Gretchen Baker reported on the current state of the NCRC YouTube channel. As it
exists at this time, only Instructors have access to the channel, but Derek Bristol has agreed to help with
prep-materials for students that can be added (i.e. knots, SRT, etc.). Mel opined that some review clips for
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Instructors would also be helpful (password protected). Other useful material (patient packaging, etc.) could
be added or adapted for NCRC purposes. Steve Reames may also be a good resource. It was noted that
copyright should also be considered and addressed. Gretchen asked for input on what would be the most
useful content to put on the channel and noted that YouTube is widely used and would be a good way to
reach more people.
3. Ombudsman Position – Greg Moore provided background on the proposed motion which was sent out prior
to the meeting. Discussion ensued about ‘closed session’ terminology (private vs secret), the handling of
human resources complaints/issues, Board transparency vs adhering to NCRC policy, chain of command,
and whether or not this function is already being fulfilled. Based on discussion, the motion was withdrawn.
Motion: In light of concerns raised by current and former Instructors, Northeast proposes that a new position of
Ombudsman be created. The role of the Ombudsman would be to ensure that Instructor and student interests
are properly represented to the Board. While they would not have a vote on the BORC, they would be permitted
all other BORC privileges such as attending meetings, including closed sessions.
The Ombudsman would serve a 2 year term (so that they don’t line up with any particular election of board
members) and would be elected by Instructors who are current at the time of the election. The Ombudsman
would be required to be an NSS member in good member during their term.
Elections would take place at the Winter BORC meeting. Votes would be submitted to the current Election Chair
who would keep all votes secret. Votes may be tendered via email, in person or other method as determined by
the BORC starting 30 days before the Winter BORC meeting. Greg Moore withdrew the motion.
4. Emeritus Board Position – Discussion on this matter converged with the previous agenda item. Based on the
discussion, Greg Moore withdrew the motion.
Motion: Since the NCRC is now in its 4th decade and soon to be 5th, it has a great deal of institutional knowledge
it can take advantage of. Such knowledge would be useful both during open session but also closed session
when historical input can be provided. Therefore, Northeast proposes the position of Emeritus Board Member
be created. Emeritus Board members would have no vote, but otherwise be permitted all other BORC privileges
such as attending meetings, including closed sessions.
Upon serving a minimum of 3 terms in any voting position of the BORC (National Coordinator, Training
Coordinator, Medical Coordinator, or Regional Coordinator or other position that may have historically existed
as a voting position), at least 2 terms of which shall be in the same position and consecutively, a person who is
no longer serving in a voting position shall be automatically granted Emeritus Status. If they serve in a voting
position again, they shall lose Emeritus status, but regain it upon leaving that position. Greg Moore withdrew
the motion.

5.

Other
● Region’s gear cache annual budget – Gretchen asked for a motion to continue the policy of providing
$1,000 annually to each region for gear caches in the future. Motion: SWR moved that each region is
authorized to request up to $1,000 of national budget to supplement regional gear caches in
2022. Diving seconded the motion. Motion passed.
● Revisit SOG 205 or table until next meeting? Based on consensus, this matter will be tabled until next
meeting to be discussed further.
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6.

Next BORC meeting: Monday, April 4th, 2022 via Zoom 5:30 pm PDT

Announcements
1. Caving Academy – Mark Dickey gave overview of some newly-developed international courses in partnership with
Hungarian caver Dénes regarding this new organization and what will be taught.
2. Calendar
● June 13-17: NSS Convention, Rapid City, South Dakota
o NCRC mtg on Tuesday of Convention – 9 am
● July 15-23: NCRC National Seminar in Virginia
● September 29-October 2: European Cave Rescue Association (ECRA), Rudice, Czech Republic
● October 11-16: International Commission for Alpine Rescue (ICAR) in Montreaux, Switzerland
● October 15-22: Puerto Rico Weeklong Seminar
● November 3-6: International Technical Rescue Symposium (ITRS) in Albuquerque, NM
● May 12-20, 2023: NCRC National Seminar in Mentone, Alabama

Meeting adjourned at 2:15 PDT (4 hours, 15 minutes total)
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APPENDIX A – NATIONAL COORDINATOR
NATIONAL CAVE RESCUE COMMISSION
of the National Speleological Society
6001 Pulaski Pike
Huntsville, AL 35810-1122
Gretchen Baker
National Coordinator
PO Box 34
Baker, NV 89311
435-406-1041
GretchenBaker@caves.org
National Coordinator Report
March 2021-January 2022
Progress
● 6 BORC meetings, all with meeting minutes (thank you, Bonny!)
● 2 Instructor Zoom meetings (April 11 and October 24, 2021)
● Groups.io set up and used regularly for messages and calendar features
● Instructor survey conducted and presented
● NCRC finances are set up to more easily manage (thank you Christy and John Punches!)
● Volunteer Position Descriptions developed for NCRC committees and positions
● Many volunteer positions filled (see below)
● NCRC website has two new pages: safety (with downloadable Caver Alert Form developed by Eastern Region)
and courses (thanks also to Eastern Region)
● Moved NCRC files over to Google Drive, a storage service that is free to the NCRC
● Image replacement has moved along well; thanks to Marty Reames for spearheading this
● Recognition of instructor longevity with gifts sent out based on length of service-big kudos to Mel EadyPumplin
● NCRC Facebook page active again with regular posts
● Several NCRC Instructors assisted with the NSS Series Virtual Topics in Cave Rescue; 88-170 viewers for live
presentations; Thanks to Alex Sproul for polishing the recorded presentations. As of 1/26/2022, 13 videos are
posted with over 3,200 views. http://bit.ly/caverescuevideos
● Gave talk to IQ students
● Started new NCRC YouTube channel, currently just for instructors; viewers need link of video in order to see it;
several are listed on the Groups.io Instructor page
● Congrats to the 2021 NSS Award Winners, including Steve Hudson Cave Rescue Award to John Punches;
President's Certificate of Appreciation to Anmar Mirza; and Fellows of the NSS to Carl Amundson, Amanda
Mortimer, Marty Reames
● Reviewed SOGs and made suggestions to the SOG committee
● Represented NCRC to the NSS and various organizations, businesses, and individuals and made appropriate
communications
● Led an OCR in Utah (9/2021) and taught at a SPAR in Utah (10/2021)

Plans
●
●
●
●

Continue BORC meetings as needed in addition to the winter meeting
Hold 2 Instructor Zoom meetings in 2022
Attend Hungarian T2 cave rescue class as part of the NCRC Exchange program
Teach at various cave rescue seminars
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Continue working on updating Standard Operating Guidelines
Further develop NCRC website to be more student centric
Continue to represent NCRC as needed to NSS, grottoes, and other rescue organizations
Continue thinking/discussing how NCRC can fit into the global cave rescue scene
Continue thinking/discussing/showing how NCRC can develop and teach state-of-the-art cave rescue
techniques
Support instructor development and retention

Problems
● COVID has caused various trainings to be cancelled and postponed
● Image replacement has taken some time, and we don’t want to have to do this again. We NEED a form from the
NSS to have creators sign to clearly identify ownership of the content and that the NSS/NCRC has the rights to
use images. The creator may also retain rights.

THANK YOU TO ALL WHO HAVE SERVED ADDITIONAL ROLES IN THE NCRC THIS PAST
YEAR!
•

Appointed
• Certification Coordinator – Casey England
• Communications Committee Chair – Steve Reames
• Curriculum Coordinator – Rich Pumplin
• Database Manager – Greg Moore
• Editor-Cave Rescue Manual – Anmar Mirza
• Election Coordinator – Sarah Truebe
• Financial Officer – Matt Selig
• Hudson Award Committee Chair – Roger Mortimer
• International Delegate – Eddy Cartaya, Roger Mortimer
• International Exchange Program Coordinator – Mark Dickey
• Logistics Officer – Harold Chrimes
• Recording Secretary – Bonny Armstrong
• Scholarship Committee Chair – Marty Reames
• Social Media Coordinator – Tim White
• Training Secretary – Carrey Bull
• Webmaster – Ian Moore
• Website Content Committee Chair - Vacant

•

Elected
• Education Committee (6):
• Cathy Borer, Carrey Bull, Mel Eady-Pumplin, Casey England, Scott McCrea, Jonathan Wilson
• Board of Regional Coordinators
• Diving Officer – Zeb Lilly
• Medical Officer – Brian Ekey
• National Coordinator – Gretchen Baker
• Training Coordinator – Roger Mortimer
• Regional Coordinators
• Northeast: Greg Moore
• Eastern: Tony Smith
• Southeastern: Brandon Powers
• Caribbean: Roberto “Bull” Miranda
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Central: Jessica Deli
Southcentral: DJ Walker
Rocky Mountain: Andy Armstrong
Southwestern: Sarah Truebe
Western: David Angel
Pacific Northwest: John Punches
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APPENDIX B – TRAINING COORDINATOR
Training Coordinator Report
2021 Trainings
Planned/Canceled
Texas, level 1 and 2January
New York,
Planned/Changed
New York, Level 1, July
Held
Custom Central
SPAR PNW
OCR
Rocky Mountain
SPAR Rocky Mountain
OCR
Eastern
Level 1 Western
OCR
Central
OCR
South-Central
Custom Central

7/2021
8/2021
9/2021
10/2021
10/2021
10/2021
11/2021
12/2021
12/2021

So we had few trainings in the beginning of the year then managed to do some smaller trainings in the latter half of
the year. Larger trainings were more likely to be called off for COVID concerns. We took a big hit on leveled trainings
by changing and/or canceling in New York and Texas but I’m convinced we did the right thing. We’ve had no reports
of COVID transmission during a training.
Curriculum
Prepared pilot curriculum for L3 management and search. Finished the SPAR student handbook. Revised SPAR lead
instructor testing. Started on a back log of curriculum reviews.
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APPENDIX C – MEDICAL OFFICER

APPENDIX D – DIVING OFFICER
Not available
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APPENDIX E – CARIBBEAN REGION
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APPENDIX F – CENTRAL REGION

NATIONAL CAVE RESCUE COMMISSION
of the

NATIONAL SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
A NASAR Affilliate

Jessica Deli
Central Region Coordinator
2002 13th St.
Bedford, IN 47421

Home: 812-278-9577
Cell: 812-345-5012
email: jess.deli14@gmail.com

Date of Report: January 21, 2022

Trainings
July 2021: Cave Modification for Rescue
-Richard Blenz Nature Preserve, Indiana
-Central Region’s all new cave rescue course! This course focuses on the various aspects to
modify cave passages during a rescue operation. We talk about digging sediment, gravel,
rock, etc and how to break rock utilizing techniques including brute force (just hitting it with a
hammer), hammer and chisel, wedges and feathers, etc. Our focus includes conservation
considerations, minimal alteration techniques, and the safety aspects involved during these
types of delicate operations. This is a small, one day, class (minimum of 5 to a maximum of
approximately 10 students) and be held primarily outdoors and aboveground where students
will have the opportunity to perform hands on techniques to split rocks using the methods
taught during the course. We might venture into a local cave to discuss techniques that
*could* be utilized at specific locations to give the students a more realistic scenario (i.e. a
rock fell here and is blocking the passage, what do you do? or a patient is wedged in this
crevice, what techniques could you use?). No in-cave modifications are planned at this
time. A micro-shaving demonstration (demo only) will be performed and discussed to allow
students to better understand the process, it will NOT be the focus and techniques/'how to' will
not be taught.
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November 2021: Orientation to Cave Rescue
-Mitchell, Indiana
-Sponsored by Indiana Karst Conservancy (IKC)
-Primarily cavers attended, especially IKC members and cave patrons

December 2021: In Cave Emergency Exercises (ICEE)
-Sullivan Cave, Indiana
-Central Region’s all in-cave course. This course is geared towards newer cavers or those
whose vertical skills lack proficiency. Students and instructors spend 24-36+ hours in cave
and learn to overcome challenges including finding and making camp, conservation during
extended stay in cave (including bodily waste disposal), as well as a multitude of skills and
techniques in assisting a patient throughout a rigorous cave environment.

Work in Progress
Outreach to local cave owners/managers to increase awareness of rescue resources.

Increase presence in Region via outreach, training, social medial, etc

Plans

Dates yet to be determined
2 Orientation to Cave Rescue Trainings
1 Cave Modification for Rescue
1 In Cave Emergency Exercise
1 Level 1 Regional (sending out feelers)
Problems
-None

Other
-Huge influx of students who have completed Level 1 or higher are stepping forward and
assisting/teaching/mentoring at various regional seminars!
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-The Region has been looking for alternatives to the two blankets and tarp method for patient
packaging. Wool blankets are difficult and pricy to obtain; are very bulky and difficult to take into
small passages; become very heavy when wet. Four inexpensive heated vests have been purchased
and utilized in trainings in the Region.

Price: Ranges from $60-$100
Battery operated: easily obtainable, USB connection, can be purchased locally
Multiple heat settings: 3-5 settings (104°F to 160°F)
Various material and thicknesses (cotton, fleece, poly)
Adjustable sizes
Various button location for easy access by medic or patient
Machine Washable

-These vests allow thinner polyester filled sleeping bags to be used in lieu of wool blankets.

-Looked for other battery operated heaters and are working with a few different varieties to see how
they withstand the cave environment. A few are starting to look promising!
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APPENDIX G – EASTERN REGION

National Cave Rescue
Commission
of the

National Speleological Society
Eastern Region
Tony Smith
Eastern Region Coordinator
100 Stephen Circle
Bridgewater, VA 22812-1424
Home: (540) 828-4091
Cellular: (540) 280-0755
E-mail: eastern@ncrc.info

Report to the Board of Regional Coordinators
February 26 2022

Eastern Region Coordinator Report
●
●

●
●

Working with VDEM on MOU with ERNCRC.
Completed ER Staff Spring and Fall Meetings virtually Jan. 16th and Sept. 5th. At said meetings
announced my plan to run again for ERNCRC Coordinator. Reviewed rescue reports, changed plan to
hold a Modular L1 and L2 in Blacksburg, VA to an OCR, and an OCR in Martinsburg. Both classes were
approved by Training Coordinator. Still planning NCRC weeklong 2022 for Covington VA, beginning of
July16th. Purchasing hardware for levels one and two.
Using AlertSense for callouts.
ER Web Page updated

●

Training Report:
1. OCR held in Martinsburg, WV- Oct 1-3rd with 22 students, class room used was the Berkeley County
Sheriffs Office. Cave used was Silers Cave. Glen Hugus was the lead instructor and Earl Suitor was
the Site Coordinator.
2. OCR held in Blacksburg, VA- Oct 22nd-24th with XX students, class room used was Blacksburg
Rescue Squad, Cave used was Tawneys cave. Wil Orndorf was the lead instructor and Molly Lucifer
was the site Coordinator.
3. Current registration levels for weeklong in Covington, VA are:
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Level 1 – 30 with a wait list of 10
Level 2 – 13
Level 3 - 13

●

Rescue Report:
Sharps Cave – overdue cavers, Father and Daughter found and walked out.

1.
2. Man died of a heart attack in Laurel Caverns and had to be carried out. 10/10/21

3. Mark Hodge died of a heart attack leaving Butler Cave after a four hour trip leading Boy
Scouts.12/5/21
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APPENDIX H – NORTHEAST REGION

2022 Northeastern Region Report
Submitted: Greg D. Moore
January 22nd 2021

Training
Due to COVID the National we were planning on hosting was moved to August and then cancelled. (see update on that
in separate report).
However, since June dates at the camp was still available, converted to a regional, originally open only to NYS, VT, CT,
NJ residents, but as NY lowered its restrictions, this was opened up nationwide. Good turnout. Overall, camp was
received and caves proved conducive to the group size. An unexpected road closure on the single day we needed the
cliffs required a rejuggling of the schedule, but we managed to get in all activities.
We will continue to use Camp Pinnacle for future trainings, including an upcoming SPAR and future regionals and
future nationals.

Incidents
We received a call from Sam’s Point a state owned preserve. As Mark Dickey and Jessica Van Ord were closest, they
were called and with resources from the New Jersey Incident Response Team, handled the rescue. Rescue received
national coverage. Good news all around.

Expansion of Gear Cache
Additional ropes and other equipment was purchased as we continue to expand our gear cache for future trainings.

National Seminar
Update under separate cover

Patches
Northeast Region acquired a number of “Rescue Patches” for resale with proceeds going into our checking account
(someday). I still have bags of these. Will make them available at the National.
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APPENDIX I – PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION
NCRC PNW Report: March 2021 – Feb 2022
Progress:
● Made the transition from Eddy Cartaya to John Punches as PNW Regional Coordinator.
● Held PNW 6-day SPAR in central Oregon. 10 students.
Plans:
● Considering dates for fall 2022 6-day SPAR
Question:
●

Does BORC want PNW to host 2024 National Seminar? If so I’ll investigate feasibility.

Submitted: 1/24/22 John Punches
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APPENDIX J – ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION
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APPENDIX K – SOUTHCENTRAL REGION

National Cave Rescue Commission
South-Central Regional Report
Winter Meeting 2022
DJ Walker

Recent Events/Activities
●

●

●

Organized and registered students for our 2022 Regional Seminar. There was tremendous demand and classes filled
within minutes of registration opening and we eventually had over 60 people on a waitlist. Unfortunately, we had
to cancel the event three weeks out, in part due to Covid concerns
Chaired the Instructor Development Committee. This committee completed two significant tasks:
o Implementing the Instructor Development Program providing a mentoring and development plan for all
new instructors.
o Designing, purchasing, and sending “Instructor Tributes” to all instructors recognizing them for their service
and dedication. A BIG “THANK YOU” to Mel Eady-Pumplin for her efforts on this initiative.
Generically, things have been quiet in our region with Covid canceling many events and activities.

Plans
●
●
●
●
●

Continue to grow our SC-Region Instructor Cadre.
Succession planning for the SC-Region BORC Member position.
Development of “Squad Kits”; equipment kits used for teaching classes, or protentional rescue response.
Tentative dates for 2023 SC Regional are being worked on. Will seek approval soon.
We hope to conduct an OCR in West Texas.
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APPENDIX L – SOUTHEASTERN REGION
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APPENDIX M – SOUTHWEST REGION

2021 Southwestern Region NCRC Report
February 26, 2022
2021 Rescues
●

2/13/21 - Peppersauce Cave: https://www.kold.com/2021/02/14/pinal-county-authorities-rescueinjured-hiker-peppersauce-canyon-saturday/

Progress
Trainings
●
●

●

No in-person trainings in the region in 2021
Other trainings attended by SWR personnel:
○ OCR:
3 students
○ ICEE:
1 student
○ Level 1:
1 student
Successfully worked with Gretchen Baker (WR Coordinator, then National Coordinator) to implement
the Virtual Topics in Cave Rescue series, with more than 700 registrants (between 40-200 attendees
per session)

Rescue Preparedness
●
●
●
●
●

Cave Subject Matter Expert program continues for Arizona cavers who have skills to navigate for AHJ
personnel in caves
Expanded AlertSense usage to Western Region and Eastern Region
Speciality/awareness training (online and in-person with Southern AZ Rescue and Border Patrol
Search, Trauma, and Rescue (BORSTAR)
Successfully updated and used the Alert Sense paging structure for a cave rescue paging in February
Relocated SWR Gear Cache to Arizona, inventoried and safely stored with Pima County Sheriff’s
Department

Outreach
●
●

Presentations and Zoom presence at NM grotto meetings
Planned presentation at 2022 AZ SAR conference

Plans
●
●
●
●

1 OCR per year per state, rotating locations, perhaps “hosted” by a different SAR team or agency
each time
“Cave Rescue on the Border” (Nov 2022?), Sierra Vista, AZ - weeklong seminar (pending on cave
approval and pandemic situation)
SPAR courses when requested - main focus is callout rescue preparedness right now
Specialty awareness training for agencies when requested (usually one evening and one day, not
official NCRC training)
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●
●
●
●
●

Improve understanding of how SAR works in NM and how to get trained folks and gear to the places
it needs to go
Run enough trainings to be able to offer annual scholarships to supplement national scholarships for
L1 attendees
Improve accident/incident reporting across the region to the ACA or at least to the RC to submit to
ACA
Work on understanding financial setup of SWR and how to connect to regfox, well in advance of
planned November regional weeklong.
Create gear shopping list for SWR weeklong as most other region caches have likely been used in
WNS counties

Problems
●

COVID-19 pandemic continues to interfere with travel, planning, and decision-making
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APPENDIX N – WESTERN REGION

National Cave Rescue Commission
Western Region Report
Winter Meeting 2022
David Angel
Recent Rescues
None
PROGRESS
Organization
● Held a Modular Level 1 near Fresno, California. 11 students completed Level 1.
● Planned and subsequently rescheduled the OCR in Hawaii
● Maintain and updated various groups.io email distribution lists
● Handled various regfox events for Fresno and Hawaii
Support for Other Regions
● One WR instructor assisted with both a SPAR and an OCR for Rocky Mountain Region
Other NCRC Business
● WR holds monthly Zoom meetings with sub-regional coordinators and instructors. RC does terrible job with
the minutes.
● Made progress reintegrating with the San Bernardino Cave Rescue team. Worked with and did lots of
encouraging team members to attend NCRC trainings (unfortunately many of those trainings were cancelled).
Held a preparation vertical training for newer members. Members helped with the L1 Modular at Millerton.
● Organized a blasting class run by John Norman but unfortunately wasn’t able to schedule it.
PLANS
● April 31-May 1 2022 - OCR in Hawaii to remedy the lack of training there. Covid has delayed the class. Marty
Reames recently purchased property there with her husband and has offered to help facilitate a seminar.
Coordinated by Marty and Ben McCandless.
● Autumn 2022 – OCR and Vertical Workshop near Vegas.
● Spring 2023 – Talked with SPC about holding an OCR for Crystal Sequoia seasonal employees. Currently
considering the weekend before Mentone.
● Ron Davis will be serving as the WR representative for the 2022 NCRC Scholarship Committee.
● Alertsense updates and test pages
PROBLEMS
●
●
●

Spoke to NSS project owner in November about access to update Western Region website. Still waiting on
access.
Trouble meeting demand for NCRC training. Covid delaying/preventing scheduled trainings.
Small instructor pool of five in the Western Region.
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APPENDIX O – COMMUNICATION COMMITTEE
To:

NCRC BORC

From:

Steve Reames, NCRC Communication Committee Chair

Date:

January 18th, 2022

Subject:

Annual Communication Committee Report for 2021

The Communication Committee is design to support existing communication devices, such as field phones,
and investigate the development of new devices.
The committee was formed by the National Coordinator, Gretchen Baker, and announced at the December
6, 2021 BORC meeting. Steve Reames was appointed at the first chair. Since the committee is relative new
we only have a few members:
Steve Reames (Rocky Mountain region)
Jansen Cardy (Pacific Northwest region)
Ceth Parker (Western region)
Ben McCandless (Western region)
This is the summary for 2021. The next steps for this upcoming year will be to work with Dav Angel to set up
an Groups.io group for internal discussions and a Google Drive for shared files, as well as reaching out to
other geeks who would like to participate.
Steve Reames
NCRC Communication Committee Chair
NSS #25533
spreames@gmail.com
719-357-8066
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APPENDIX P INTERNATIONAL DELEGATE
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APPENDIX Q – INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT AND RETENTION COMMITTEE

National Cave Rescue Commission
Instructor Development and Retention Committee Report
Winter Meeting 2022
DJ Walker

Recent Events/Activities
● Proposed a new Instructor Development Program that provides mentorship and guidance to new NCRC
Instructors. The BORC accepted this new Policy and it is now implemented.
● Designed, purchased, and sent “Instructor Tributes” to all instructors recognizing them for their service and
dedication. A BIG “THANK YOU” to Mel Eady-Pumplin for her efforts on this initiative.
● Continuous work with committee member Greg Moore to ensure our current instructors know their current
certification status and are provided notification and assistance with keeping their Instructor certifications
current.

Plans
● After recent guidance from the BORC, the committee is working to draft an updated IQ selection process.
Committee member Andy Armstrong is leading this effort.
● With the cancelation of more seminars the committee will review and consider recommending to the BORC
further Instructor recertification timeline extensions.
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APPENDIX R – SCHOLARSHIP REPORT
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APPENDIX S – DATABASE COORDINATOR

Database Coordinator Report for 2022
Database Coordinator: Greg D. Moore
Submitted: 2022-12-22

Overview
Now that it’s been in place for a while, continue to spread word to any students who have recently taken a course that
they can create an account using their NCRC ID (not their NSS ID) and email address. This allows them to review the
information we have on them.
We continue to be plagued by missing data, especially from early courses. There’s not much that can be done about
this.
I’ve had an issue creating the report showing instructor status in a presentable format. The data is still available.
However, due to extenuating circumstances (such as the extension granted to Puerto Rican instructors several years
ago due to lack of testing/certification capabilities, and lack of opportunities last year) some instructors may show
their status as expired, when all they need to do is contact the Training Coordinator and work out an
extension/exception. If any of your local instructors mention they have not gotten the recent survey or feel left out,
please have them let Roger and I know so we can look into it.

Classes Taught Last Year
The database shows 8 classes were taught last year: (up from 5 the previous year)
●
●
●
●
●

3 OCRs
2 ICEE
1 Regional
1 other
1 SPR

Individual Breakdown
●

Did not obtain, need to find the query.

Student Breakdown
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Level 1 students – 23
Level 2 students – 0 (due to no national)
Level 3 Students – 0 (due to no national)
IQ students – 3
TOFE Students – 0
OCR students - 44
SPR students – 10
ICEE students – 16
Specialists - 20
Staff – 5
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Database contains
●
●

7718 individuals. Some go as far back as the first National taught (an increase of 69 from the previous year)
403 total courses taught (we have data for 359) – also note some courses have been recategorized as data
has been corrected.)
o 41 Nationals
o 94 Regionals
o 228 OCRs
o 28 SPR
o 13 “Other”
o 4 ICEE

Class Totals Over Years
(Note this is total spots filled not distinct students)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

DNC – 46
Level 1 –2839
Level 2 – 1060
Level 3 – 512
IQ – 192
TOFE – 86
OCR – 4456
SPR – 354
SPR-X – 12
ICEE – 27
Other - 39

Other Updates
have found workarounds.

Future plans
●
●
●
●

Explore future commercial options
Allow more self-service options
Possible integration with RegFox
Try to track down more incomplete data

Reminders
For all courses except National, please make sure to use spreadsheet available on main NCRC website. This is part of
the required paperwork that should be submitted when a course is completed.
If you have questions about how to fill it in, please contact me. By using this, it becomes about a 15 minute process
for me to be able to update the database.
Please do not add blank rows or additional columns. This can mess up the import. If you MUST add columns, add
them to the far RIGHT.
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NCRC # != NSS # when filling this out. If you don’t know your NCRC number (and most don’t) please leave it blank.
Not all students have NSS Numbers, so we can’t use that.
All BORC members should have a login, see me if you don’t.
If you have course data that has not been submitted, please submit it to paperwork@ncrc.info.
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APPENDIX T – INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM
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NCRC BUDGET FY 2022-2023
National

Income
Merchandise Sales
Donations & Sponsorships
Interest Rec'd
Seminar Income
Seminar Fees paid to National
Rescue Scholarship fund: NSS
Total Income
Expenses
Dues & Licenses
Education & Training
Equipment
Insurance (Certification fee) to
NSS
Merchandise Expense
Merchant Processing
Office Supplies & Expenses
Postage & Mailings
Printing & Publications
Professional Fees
Property Tax
Scholarships Granted

Regional

Total

5000
50
0
50000
13000
0
68050

650
50
5
60000
0
0
60705

5650
100
5
110000
13000
9500
138255

1700
5000

50
500
15000

50
2200
20000

2500
1600
1000
50
2000
500
0
0
0

1000
1600
1500
50
3000
200
50
200
0

40000
500
1000
1000
6000

17000
500
200
1500
6000

5280
3500
3200
2500
100
5000
700
50
9200
0
0
57000
1000
1200
2500
12000

Total Expenses

62850

48350

125480

Net Income/(loss)

5200

12355

12775

Seminar Expenses
Food & Facilities
Supplies
Transportation
Misc Seminar Expenses
Seminar Fees paid to National
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